Market Announcement
Asia

Crawford is very pleased to announce some significant
developments in relation to our Japan operation.
Please join us in welcoming Mamoru Tanouchi to the
Crawford Japan Team.
We are pleased to announce that Mamoru has taken on the role
of Managing Director of Crawford Japan K.K., a new Japanese
corporation which is in the process of being setup.
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If you would like any further
information on our new team in
Japan, please do not hesitate
to contact Mamoru Tanouchi:
Mamoru Tanouchi
Managing Director
Crawford Japan K.K.
10F ACN Ginza East Building 2-14-5,
Shintomi, Chuo-Ku, Tokyo 104-0041
Japan
M: +81 80 7196 3911
E: mamoru.tanouchi@crawford.co.jp
www.crawco.com

Mamoru was previously the Managing Director for an international
adjusting firm in Japan, having helped with the establishment of the
business several years ago.
He has more than 30 years’ experience in the insurance industry in
Japan and United States, working with a major Japanese insurer as
well as an international loss adjusting firm.
Mamoru has managed a range of large claims such as property
damage, business interruption, product liability and product recall
- across industries including power stations, semiconductor plants,
heavy industry, petro refinery, petro chemical and shipbuilding.
Mamoru brings with him a wealth of experience within the Japanese
market and will be responsible for the growth and development of
our operations within Japan.
Our existing Japan branch office, under the leadership of Mr Futoshi
Suezawa will continue to operate as normal providing support to the
new Crawford Japan K.K. business.
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Welcome
Tetsuya Fujita, Senior Manager
– Japanese Business Unit
We are pleased to announce that Tetsuya has been appointed Senior
Manager – Japanese Business Unit and will be based in the Crawford
Bangkok office.
Tetsuya has over 30 years’ experience in claims management of
major losses and Nat Cats for Japanese corporate clients in the fields
of property, liability, construction & engineering and others.

Tetsuya Fujita

Senior Manager
Japanese Business Unit
Crawford & Company
3 Rajanakarn Building 10th Floor
South Sathorn Road Yannawa,
Sathorn, Bangkok 10120, Thailand
T: +66 2 676 5353
E: tetsuya.fujita@crawford.asia
www.crawco.com

He has worked outside of Japan for 20 years in London, New York,
Singapore and Bangkok. When he was Global Head of Claims at a
large insurer, Tetsuya was the Project Leader of the Nat Cat Project
Team dedicated to the claims management of major property and BI
losses from the Thailand Floods. He has an extensive experience in
litigation management in major litigations in United States and APAC.
Tetsuya’s role will be to support all Crawford Asian businesses on
Japanese client programs, support the response on associated large
losses, and assist with business development on new Japanese
accounts in Asia and abroad.

